
Explainer Video Production Company

242  Spazeedge, Sector 47, Gurugram



We are Game Changer.

If you’ve dreamed of a certain kind of

video, we’ve probably done it. Our vast

range offers the skills that make big

feats happen within realistic limits.

Knowing that we took the perfect shot

feels like capturing lightning in a

bottle—and that feeling is reflected on

screen too.

Video production services.

CAMERA.



Explainer
Video.

An explainer video (also known as a homepage video, overview video

or conversion video) is designed to explain your company, product,

service or subject in a way that your audience can understand in two

minutes or less. Most explainer videos cover four key points: the

problem, the solution, the features and benefits, and how the solution

works.

The key to a solid explainer video is keeping it short and engaging,

while still conveying the right information. No matter what you’re

explaining, an explainer video should leave your viewers with a clear

understanding of what you do and a desire to take the next step.

What are explainer videos 

and why use them?

Simplify the complex in 75 seconds



More than a video production company 

a partner? 

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3Video 3

https://youtu.be/4Ol-CQ08rnc
https://youtu.be/Yd_ZhLjLNls
https://youtu.be/FFsvS_RM6JQ


LET’S CHAT

Script

Storyboard

Character Design

Graphic 

Voice Over

Animation

Editing

Compositing & Final Video

Process Included

PROCESS



Adobe Illustrator is vector-based graphics

software, so your artwork can scale down for

mobile screens and up to billboard size — and

always look crisp and .

Adobe Illustrator

Premiere Pro is the industry-leading video

editing software for film, TV and the web.

Creative tools, integration with other apps and

services and the power of Adobe Sensei help

you craft footage into polished films and

videos.

Premiere Pro..

Tools we 

use.

Adobe After Effects is a digital visual effects,
motion graphics, and compositing application
developed by Adobe Systems and used in the post-
production process of film making, video games
and television production.

After Effect…



LET'S GET TO KNOW 

EACH OTHER

We’ll kick things off by asking lots of

questions to completely understand the

scope of your project, and ultimately find

out if we’re a great fit or not.

We’re happy to chat however you prefer:

In-person meeting / video call / phone call

/ morse code / smoke signals… however

you like to communicate, we’re standing

by ready to schedule a call.

DISCOVERY

http://www.75seconds.com/explainer-video-production-house-contact/


406, Fourth Floor

Akansha Height Modipuram

Bypass Meerut 

250001-Uttar Pardesh

Register Address

242, Spazeedge , 

Tower B, 2nd floor

Sector 47 , Sohna Road

Gurugram, Haryana

Gurugram

Email : Info@75seconds.com, rahul@75seconds.com,

Skype : rahul.panwar31

Contact us.

mailto:Info@75seconds.com
mailto:vivek@75seconds.com


Thank You.


